What is ArchiPrep?

ArchiPrep® is AIA’s premier Architect Registration Exam® (ARE®) prep resource designed to help emerging professionals get licensed faster. Responding to a need expressed by its members, AIA created ArchiPrep as a high-quality, low-cost study tool to offer ARE candidates a road map to success. ArchiPrep provides original and reliable test prep content with features to help lower the barrier of entry into the ARE. ArchiPrep launched to Assoc. AIA Members on August 1, 2019.

How will Associate Members currently studying for the ARE benefit from ArchiPrep?

The benefits to candidates include:

- Original content is created by AIA National and vetted by subject matter experts, including practicing architects and faculty from accredited university architecture programs.
- New content and item types added on a regular basis.
- All materials mapped to NCARB ARE 5.0 division and section objectives.
- Dynamic platform that allows users to track progress and performance.
- Mobile-friendly, including offline access.
- Connect online with other candidates in public or private discussion communities.
- Divisional study plan that lets you set test dates and goals by each division of the ARE.
- Enhanced filtering during quiz review so you can narrow questions by difficulty, correctness, and bookmarks.
- More learner achievements when you study and complete tasks.

What is the pricing?

The current retail pricing for individual access to ArchiPrep is $35 for a one-month subscription, $90 for a three-month subscription, and $160 for a six-month subscription. Components are offered a discounted price for group use.
Your new course comes loaded with great features to make prepping for your exam easy, efficient—even fun!

- Choose your test division and date and your Study Plan automatically calculates a schedule to ensure you finish the course by test day.
- Monitor your progress and see how you are doing compared to your peers.
- View and start your next Study Task to stay on track.
The Study Plan is loaded with valuable information to keep you organized and on track. It’s designed to ensure you’re guided through course material in the most optimal way.

- Access all of the course content in each division.
- Study Tasks make up the Study Plan and are the roadmap to course completion.
- You’ll complete every Study Task to earn Knowledge Points, which count towards your Daily Study Goal. Reaching your Daily Study Goal will keep you on track for test day.
Study questions enable you to test your knowledge without having to sit for a whole quiz! It’s great for on-the-go studying.

- Attempting a high amount of study questions significantly improves your chance at a higher quiz score.
- While answering questions, you can “cross out” answer choices you don’t think are correct. You can also choose to review the correct answer immediately after each question or at the end of your session.
Practice quizzes are timed to help prepare for test day.

- You can pause a quiz at any time, but to help gauge your readiness for test day, try to set aside enough time to complete practice quizzes in one sitting.
- Enhanced filtering during quiz review so you can narrow questions by difficulty, correctness, and bookmarks.
- Once you’ve completed a quiz, you can review the correct answers to individual questions and see your scores within specific content categories.
Flashcards enable you to study small bits of information and give you exposure to the different question types and concepts.

- Over two hundred flashcards are currently available and more are on the way—you can also create your own!
- Mark your answers to improve your studying.
Discussions are a great resource to get advice, ask questions, or organize study groups with other students using ArchiPrep.

- Use private groups to interact with specific individuals or groups of people.